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ABSTRACT: There is compelling evidence that atmospheric moisture may either increase or

decrease mid-latitude eddy kinetic energy (EKE). We reconcile these pieces of evidence by using a

hierarchy of idealized atmosphericmodels to demonstrate thatmoisture energizes individual eddies,

but makes the large-scale conditions in which they form less favorable for eddy growth. For Earth-

like climates, the latter effect wins out, andmoisture weakensmid-latitude eddy activity. Themodel

hierarchy includes a moist two-layer quasi-geostrophic (QG) model and an idealized moist general

circulation model (GCM). In the QG model, EKE increases when moisture is added to simulations

with fixed baroclinicity, closely following a previously derived scaling. But in bothmodelsmoisture

decreases EKE when environmental conditions are allowed to vary, though for different reasons.

We explain these results by examining the models’ Mean Available Potential Energy (MAPE) and

by calculating terms in the Lorenz Energy Cycle. Finally, we discuss the connection between these

results and related studies of the atmosphere’s entropy budget and atmospheric work. Together,

these results clarify moisture’s role in driving the mid-latitude circulation and also highlight several

drawbacks of QG models for studying moist processes.
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SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT: Dry models of the atmosphere have played a central role in the21

study of large-scale atmospheric dynamics. But we know that moisture adds much complexity,22

associated with phase changes, its effect on atmospheric stability and the release of latent heat23

during condensation. Here, we take an important step towards incorporating moisture into our24

understanding of mid-latitude dynamics by reconciling two diverging lines of literature, which25

suggest that atmospheric moisture can either increase or decrease mid-latitude eddy kinetic energy.26

We explain this divergence by showing that moisture makes individual eddies more energetic, but27

also makes the environment in which eddies form less favorable for eddy growth. In Earth-like28

climates, the latter effect wins out such that moisture decreases atmospheric eddy kinetic energy.29

We demonstrate this point using several different idealized atmospheric models, which allow us to30

gradually add complexity and also to smoothly vary between moist and dry climates. These results31

add fundamental understanding to how moisture affects mid-latitude climates, including how its32

effects change in warmer and moisture climates, while also highlighting some drawbacks of the33

idealized atmospheric models.34

1. Introduction35

Much of our understanding of mid-latitude dynamics comes from dry models of the atmosphere.36

Both individual weather systems and the mean state of the mid-latitude atmosphere can be usefully37

studied while neglecting atmospheric water vapor, which eliminates the complications of phase38

changes and associated latent heat release. But despite the advantages of this simplification, it is39

clear that moisture does affect mid-latitude eddy activity. Idealized calculations show that latent40

heat release increases the linear growth rate and kinetic energy of moist baroclinic eddies (Bannon41

1986; Emanuel et al. 1987; Gutowski et al. 1992; Zurita-Gotor 2005; Kohl and O’Gorman 2022;42

Brown et al. 2023), while simulations of individual events have demonstrated the crucial role of43

latent heating in storm intensification (Reed et al. 1988; Wernli et al. 2002; Joos and Wernli 2012).44

Ignoring the reduced static stability in the presence of moisture causes models to underestimate45

the eddy kinetic energy (EKE) of the storm tracks (Chang 2006; O’Gorman 2011), and Chang46

et al. (2002) further showed that moisture contributes positively to the budget of eddy available47

potential energy (EAPE) in reanalysis data. Long before these results, Lorenz (1979) found that the48

mean available potential energy (MAPE) of the atmosphere is always greater when the potential49
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release of latent heat due to condensation of water vapor is taken into account, though the precise50

relationship between moist MAPE and EKE is still unclear.51

On the other hand, studies of both idealized atmospheric general circulation models (GCMs,52

see O’Gorman and Schneider 2008; Schneider et al. 2010b) and comprehensive climate models53

and reanalysis data (O’Gorman 2010; Gertler and O’Gorman 2019) have found that mid-latitude54

EKE scales linearly with the dry MAPE, which maximizes in climates similar to that of Earth’s55

present day and decreases in warmer – and moister – climates. In more direct tests, simulations56

with idealized GCMs have found that increasing atmospheric moisture while keeping temperature57

fixed decreases mid-latitude EKE (Frierson et al. 2006; Bembenek et al. 2020; Lutsko and Hell58

2021). Bembenek et al. (2020) analyzed the energy budget of their two-layer moist shallow water59

simulations and found that precipitation acts as an energy sink, leaving less energy that can be60

converted from MAPE into EAPE, and in turn from EAPE into EKE.61

So there is compelling evidence that moisture may either increase or decrease mid-latitude EKE.62

In this study, we reconcile these opposing results by drawing a distinction between moisture’s63

effects on individual eddies – which it makes more energetic – and its effects on the large-scale64

conditions in which eddies form – which it makes less favorable for eddy growth. In all of the65

situations we consider, the latter effect wins out, such that including moisture increases the EKE66

for a given environment or a given storm, but weakens EKE when environmental conditions are67

allowed to vary.68

We demonstrate how moisture’s impact on EKE depends on the large-scale environment using69

simulations with a hierarchy of idealized atmospheric models in which atmospheric moisture70

is systematically varied between the moist and dry limits. We begin with a moist, two-layer71

quasi-geostrophic (QG) model. Two-layer QG models have played a fundamental role in our72

understanding of mid-latitude dynamics, and are commonly run in either homogeneous set-ups73

with fixed, uniform baroclinicity (e.g., Haidvogel and Held 1980; Panetta 1993; Pavan and Held74

1996; Held and Larichev 1996), or in channel configurations, in which the mean flow is relaxed to75

an equilibrium profile but is otherwise free to evolve (e.g., Lee and Held 1993; Zurita-Gotor et al.76

2014; Zurita-Gotor 2014; Lutsko et al. 2015, 2017). Most previous work on 2-layer QG models77

has focused on dry models, but Lapeyre and Held (2004) introduced a moist homogeneous version78

of the model, which Lutsko and Hell (2021) extended to a channel geometry (see also Bouchet79
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et al. 2009; Laîné et al. 2011; Lambaerts et al. 2011a,b, 2012, for studies of moist 2-layer shallow80

water models). By running simulations in both set-ups we show that in the same dynamical system,81

moisture can either increase EKE (in the homogeneous case with fixed baroclinicity) or decrease82

EKE (in the channel case when the baroclinicity can adjust).83

The suitability of 2-layer QG models for studying moist processes is still an open question, so84

we have also studied a moist, gray radiation GCM, which has been widely used by the atmospheric85

dynamics community (e.g., Frierson et al. 2006, 2007; O’Gorman and Schneider 2008a,b; Schnei-86

der et al. 2010a; Levine and Schneider 2015; Bischoff and Schneider 2016; Lutsko and Popp 2018;87

Wills and Schneider 2018; Lutsko et al. 2019). The stratification has more freedom to respond88

to changing thermodynamic conditions in the gray radiation GCM than in the QG model, and the89

GCM includes other dynamically relevant factors, such as the tropopause height, which are not90

represented in the two-layer QG model. Since the GCM uses a fixed profile of longwave optical91

depths, it can be smoothly varied between the moist and dry limits; in a model with an active92

water vapor feedback the effects of atmospheric moisture would have to be separated from large93

global-mean warming and cooling of the model.94

Mid-latitude EKE decreases as moisture is added to the GCM,which we investigate by examining95

changes in MAPE and by considering the GCM’s energy budget (also known as the Lorenz Energy96

Cycle). As mentioned above, previous studies have found a linear relationship between MAPE and97

mid-latitude EKE in simulations mimicking changes in atmospheric CO2 concentrations, so we98

begin by analyzing how MAPE changes when moving between dry and moist climates. Next, we99

calculate the terms in the energy budgets of the simulations, which highlights the importance of100

latent heat release in driving eddy activity at mid-latitudes, especially the location where latent heat101

release occurs. Comparing the moist GCM to the QGmodel also reveals key drawbacks of the latter102

for studying moist dynamics. Most strikingly, the energy cycles of the moist GCM simulations103

resemble the “strong moisture" regime of the QG model, in which the flow is characterized by104

strong low-level cyclones and weak upper-level anticyclones. Although the flow in the strong105

moisture regime is qualitatively different from what is observed in Earth’s mid-latitudes (it is more106

reminiscent of the “TC-Worlds" seen in simulations of rotating radiative-convective equilibrium;107

e.g., Held and Zhao (2008); Zhou et al. (2017)), from an energetic perspective, at least, this regime108

seems to be a closer analogue to Earth’s atmosphere than QG simulations with weak latent heating.109
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Finally, an alternative way of constraining mid-latitude EKE is by using the atmosphere’s entropy110

budget, and the related concept of atmospheric work (defined more fully in section 5). While these111

concepts can only be used to constrain the total kinetic energy of the atmosphere, rather than the112

EKE, they have been used by Laliberté et al. (2015) to explain the slow-down of the large-scale113

circulation under warming. There is ambiguity concerning how to calculate some of the terms in114

the moist GCM’s entropy budget, so we have not attempted to close this budget. Instead, we place115

our results in the context of previous work on atmospheric entropy budgets, and speculate on how116

moisture likely affects the terms in the GCM’s entropy budget.117

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In sections 2 and 3 we describe and analyze the118

homogeneous and channel configurations of the moist QG model, respectively. The moist GCM119

simulations are presented and analyzed in section 4, then in section 5 we discuss the relationships120

between EKE, work and the entropy budget of the moist GCM.We end with conclusions in section121

6.122

2. Homogeneous Quasi-Geostrophic Model123

a. Model description124

The homogeneous moist QG model numerically solves the system first proposed by Lapeyre125

and Held (2004), which consists of two constant density layers on a V-plane in a doubly-periodic126

domain, with moisture added as an active tracer in the lower layer. The zonal-mean winds vary127

linearly in the H-direction, such that the zonal-mean potential vorticity (PV) gradient in each layer128

is &: = V+ (−1):+1*, where *1 = −*2 =*/2 and : = 1 in the upper layer and : = 2 in the lower129

layer. Ekman friction is added to the lower layer.130

The (non-dimensionalized) dynamical equations in this system follow PV anomalies:131

m

mC
@: (G, H, C) + � (k: (G, H, C), @: (G, H, C)) =(−1): m

mG
@: (G, H, C) − (V− (−1): ) m

mG
k: (G, H, C)

− 1
g 5
X:2∇2k: (G, H, C) + (−1):!%(G, H, C) − a∇4@: (G, H, C),

(1)

where @: = ∇2k: + (−1): (k1−k2) is the spatially-varying PV anomaly in each layer; the k:s are132

the streamfunctions; � is the Jacobian operator; g 5 is a frictional time-scale acting only in the133
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lower layer; and a is a hyper-diffusion coefficient. ! is the non-dimensionalized latent heat of134

vaporization and % is the anomalous precipitation (see below). The reader is referred to Lapeyre135

and Held (2004) for a full derivation.136

Moisture is represented as a non-dimensionalizedmixing ratio, and is decomposed into a domain-137

mean mixing ratio " and an anomalous mixing ratio <. " evolves as138

m" (C)
mC

= � −Π(C), (2)

where � is a specified, constant domain-mean evaporation rate and Π is the domain-mean precipi-139

tation. The anomalous moisture evolves as140

m

mC
<(G, H, C) + � (k2(G, H, C),<(G, H, C)) =

1
2
m

mG
<(G, H, C) +� m

mG
k2(G, H, C) −%(G, H, C)

−∇ ·u2(G, H, C), (3)

where � is a constant that relates the saturation mixing ratio (<B) and the temperature (k1 −k2)141

in a linearization of the Clausius-Clapeyron relation: <B ≡ � (k1−k2). The last term on the right142

hand side of equation 3 is a linearization of ageostrophic advection in the lower layer.143

The total precipitation at a grid-point is equal toΠ+%, and instantaneously resets (1+�!)" +<144

to the saturation mixing ratio whenever it rises above this value. The addition of moisture and145

precipitation complicates the numerics of the model, and we follow the approach described in the146

appendix of Lapeyre and Held (2004) to calculate the precipitation and ∇ ·u2 (see also Lutsko and147

Hell 2021).148

We have run linear and nonlinear experiments with this model on a grid of size 10c× 10c, with149

256 gridpoints in each direction. The linear experiments allow us to estimate eddy growth rates,150

which can be compared to previously derived scalings, while the nonlinear experiments show how151

EKE depends on moisture in this system. In the linear experiments, nonlinear eddy interactions152

are turned off and small scale noise is added to the streamfunction and moisture fields to initiate153

instability. These experiments are run for 100 model time-units, with averages taken over the last154

50 model time-units (1 time-unit ≈0.2 Earth days). The nonlinear experiments are run for 2000155

model time-units, with the first 1000 time-units discarded as spin-up.156
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Our default parameters are V = 0.78, ! = 0.2, � = 2 and � = 1.39, again following Lapeyre157

and Held (2004). We have run linear and nonlinear experiments with ! varied from 0 to 0.99,158

holding � = 2, and with � ranging from 0 to 4, holding ! = 0.2. These can be thought of, roughly,159

as varying the strength of latent heating and varying the rate at which atmospheric water vapor160

increases with warming, respectively, though the non-dimensional ! and � both depend on the161

dimensional latent heat of vaporization. We have also varied the evaporation rate, � , but for ease162

of presentation focus here on the experiments with varying ! and �. For our control value of �163

= 1.39 the model is close to saturation throughout most of the domain, with a domain-averaged164

relative humidity of about 0.8.165

b. Linear and nonlinear simulations173

In the linear simulations the eddy growth rate (f) increases monotonically with !, from roughly174

0.12 for ! = 0 to roughly 0.36 for ! = 0.99 (Figure 1a1), consistent with past work suggesting that175

latent heat release increases eddy growth rates. Zurita-Gotor (2005) derived a scaling for eddy176

growth rates in moist QG systems which predicts that f decreases with the effective stability, A:177

f =
−(A +1) +

√
(A +1)2 +4A

2A
. (4)

An effective stability can be defined for our system as A = 1−!
1+�! (Lapeyre and Held 2004), and178

the red curve in Figure 1b shows that equation 4 produces an excellent match to the simulated179

growth rates, as the growth rate increases rapidly as the effective stability decreases. Equation 4180

works well despite being derived on an 5 -plane, rather than a V-plane (as used here). We note181

that Emanuel et al. (1987) derived a different scaling for moist growth rates in a semigeostrophic182

system, but their scaling does not match the results here well (Figure 1a of Zurita-Gotor (2005)183

provides a comparison of the two scalings). Qualitatively, the Emanuel et al. (1987) prediction is184

similar: eddy growth rates increase as the effective stability decreases.185

The non-linear simulations show that EKE also increases with ! in this system (Figure 1c), and186

similar results are seen in the experiments in which � is varied (triangles in Figure 1d). If eddy187

length-scales are assumed to be constant, then the EKE should scale as f2, and we confirm in188

Figure 1d that equation 4 provides a good fit to the simulated EKE in both the simulations with189

1Growth rates are calculated as f = log( |kC
1 |1/ |k

C−1
1 |1)/ΔC .
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Fig. 1. Results of the homogeneous QG calculations. Top row: Eddy linear growth rate as a function of

! (a) and as a function of the effective stability A (b). The red curve shows the growth rates predicted by

equation 4. Bottom row: domain-averaged EKE in the nonlinear simulations as a function of ! (c) and as a

function of effective stability (d). In panel d) the red curve shows the EKE predicted by equation 4, assuming

eddy length-scales stay fixed and with the y offset fit to minimize the RMSE. The triangles show the results of

simulations in which � is varied and ! is kept fixed at 0.2. The dotted lines in the left panels mark the transition

from the “weak" to the “strong" moisture regime.
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168
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171

172

varying ! and with varying� (we experimented with other integer powers of f and confirmed that190

the square does give the best fit). As ! is increased the model transitions to the “strong moisture"191

regime described in the introduction, which is a qualitatively different climate state to the dry and192

“weak moisture" climates, but the f2 scaling appears to hold robustly across the transition.193

These simulations demonstrate that when baroclinicity is fixed, linear growth rates and EKE194

increase when moisture is added to the moist QG model, closely following the scaling derived by195

Zurita-Gotor (2005). Hence for fixed environmental conditions, moisture increases the EKE of196

QG systems.197
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3. Channel Quasi-Geostrophic Model198

a. Model description199

The channel QG model was described in Lutsko and Hell (2021). It also consists of two constant200

density layers on a V-plane, but the interface between the layers is relaxed to a baroclinically-201

unstable radiative-equilibrium slope, producing a strong zonal jet in the center of the domain.202

Sponges at the meridional boundaries damp eddy activity, creating a channel geometry.203

The non-dimensionalized equations of motion are now written in terms of the total potential204

vorticity205

m

mC
&: (G, H, C) + � (Ψ: (G, H, C),&: (G, H, C)) =−

1
g3
(−1): (Ψ1(G, H, C) −Ψ2(G, H, C) −Ψ' (H))

− 1
g 5
X:2∇2Ψ: (G, H, C) + (−1):!P(G, H, C) − a∇4&: (G, H, C),

(5)

where &: = ∇2Ψ: + (−1): (Ψ1 −Ψ2) + VH, g3 is a Newtonian relaxation time scale and Ψ' is the206

radiative-equilibrium interface slope, described in Lutsko et al. (2015). The channel model tracks207

a single moisture variable,M:208

m

mC
M(G, H, C) + � (Ψ2(G, H, C),M(G, H, C)) = E(G, H, C) −P(G, H, C) −∇ ·u2(G, H, C), (6)

where E and P represent the total evaporation and precipitation, rather than anomalies. Pre-209

cipitation instantaneously resets M to the saturation mixing ratio MB ≡ � (Ψ1 −Ψ2) wherever210

M >MB:211

P =


(M−MB)/g?, ifM >MB,

0 ifM ≤MB,

(7)
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Fig. 2. a) EKE as a function of ! in the moist QG channel simulations. b) MAPE as a function of ! in the

same simulations. c) EKE as a function of domain-averaged MAPE in the same simulations. Both the EKE and

the MAPE are calculated by averaging over the baroclinic regions (see text for more details). The dotted lines

mark the transition from the “weak" to the “strong" moisture regime, as indicated by the text on each panel.

219

220

221

222

with g? set to 1, and evaporation is calculated using a “bulk formula" wherever the moisture is212

subsaturated:213

E =


Ê |U2 | (MB −M), ifM <MB,

0 ifM ≥MB,

(8)

with |U2 | the absolute wind speed in the lower layer and Ê a constant of proportionality.214

We use the samemodel parameters and domain size as Lutsko and Hell (2021): the zonal width is215

72 units and the meridional length is 96 units, with 128 wavenumbers retained in both dimensions.216

For the parameters not related to moisture we set V = 0.2, g 5 = 15, g3 = 100 and a = 10−6. For the217

moist parameters, we set � = 2 and Ê = 0.1, then vary ! from 0 to 0.9.218

b. Simulation results223

The channel model exhibits the opposite behavior to the homogeneous model, as the EKE224

decreases monotonically with !, from 0.46 in the dry case, to just over 0.2 in the L = 0.9 case225

(Figure 2a). The largest decreases occur for ! < 0.4, and the EKE only decreases slightly between226

! = 0.5 and ! = 0.9. To understand the relationship between ! and EKE in these simulations, we227

examine the terms in the Lorenz Energy Cycle (Lorenz 1955, Appendix A), especially the Mean228

Available Potential Energy (MAPE). If the supercriticality of the channel model is assumed fixed,229

then the MAPE should be linearly related to the EKE (Schneider and Walker 2006). The MAPE230
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Fig. 3. a) Climatological, zonal-mean precipitation in the moist channel simulations. b) Climatological,

zonal-mean temperature (Ψ1−Ψ2) in the moist channel simulations.

238

239

also decreases monotonically with ! (Figure 2b), but whereas the EKE is roughly constant at large231

!, the MAPE decreases more rapidly in the strong moisture regime (! > 0.4). Figure 2c shows232

that EKE is essentially independent of the MAPE in the strong moisture regime (the transition233

between the weak and strong moisture regimes can be diagnosed by examining power spectra of234

EKE, which exhibit maxima at the typical scale of the lower-layer cyclones for large !, not shown).235

Transitioning to the strong moisture regime appears to cause a qualitative change in the relationship236

between EKE andMAPE, so we will examine the weak and strong moisture simulations separately.237

In the weak moisture regime, the MAPE decreases with increasing ! because precipitation tends240

to form on the poleward side of the jet (Figure 3a, see also Figure 1 of Lutsko and Hell (2021)).241

Latent heat is released where the model is relatively cool, weakening the meridional temperature242

gradient (Figure 3b) and lowering the MAPE. This is the primary reason for the reduction in EKE243

with !, but there is also a notable decrease in EKE between the dry and ! = 0.1 cases – more244

than would be expected from a linear regression of MAPE onto EKE in this regime (not shown).245

We have traced the additional decrease to precipitation’s role as a sink of MAPE when latent246

heating is weak (crosses in Figure 4b), reducing the conversion to EAPE compared to the dry247

case. Precipitation was also a sink of MAPE in the comparison of dry and moist shallow water248

simulations in Bembenek et al. (2020). It contributes weakly to the EAPE budget for small !,249

which Bembenek et al. (2020) showed is due to precipitation being out of phase with temperature in250
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Fig. 4. a) Terms in the MAPE budget of the moist QG channel simulations. b) Terms in the EAPE budget of

the moist QG channel simulations. Note the different y-axes scales.

256

257

this regime. Note that we have calculated all energy budget terms by averaging over the “baroclinic251

zone", which we define as where the lower layer mean PV gradient is negative. We obtain similar252

results when averaging over the whole domain, but prefer to restrict our focus to the baroclinic253

zone to avoid the sponge regions at the edges of the domain. Bembenek et al. (2020) calculated254

their energy budgets using global integrals.255

In the strong moisture regime both precipitation terms are sources of potential energy (crosses258

in Figure 4), and the leading balance in the MAPE budget is between precipitation and radiation.259

In this regime, the combination of latent heating and eddy heat fluxes cause the model to be260

anomalously warm up to H = +20 (Figure 3b), but the largest temperature gradients are still at261

relatively low latitudes (e.g., the jet is centered near H = +5, not shown), such that the majority of262

eddy activity is in the relatively warm region between H = 0 and +20. Most of the precipitation also263

occurs in these latitudes, such that the associated latent heat release now heats a relatively warm264

region.265

These simulations resemble a climate in which the strongest temperature gradients are located266

in the warm subtropics, as are the eddy-driven jet and the majority of the eddy activity. Higher267

latitudes have relatively weak temperature gradients and are quiescent compared to the subtropics,268

though passing storms occasionally bring precipitation. The MAPE budget is a balance between269

latent heat release, which warms the subtropics and increases the MAPE, and radiation, which270
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cools the subtropics and becomes a sink of MAPE. A small residual is left over to be converted271

into EAPE. In our simulations, the residual saturates for strong latent heating, such that the energy272

available to be converted into EKE is roughly constant for ! ≥ 0.5.273

Precipitation becomes a source of EAPE in the strong moisture regime (Figure 4b), as latent274

heat is released in the cores of the warm cyclones which dominate these climates, but this term is275

small compared to precipitation’s zonal-mean contribution. We have not investigated the cyclones276

in further detail, but note that they resemble the diabatic Rossby vortices analyzed by Kohl and277

O’Gorman (2022).278

4. Moist Gray Radiation Model279

a. Model description280

The moist, gray radiation GCM was first described by Frierson et al. (2006). It solves the281

primitive equations on the sphere and is forced by a gray radiation scheme. The GCM is coupled282

to a slab ocean of depth 1m, with no representation of ocean dynamics or sea ice, and the model283

includes the simplified Betts-Miller (SBM) convection scheme of Frierson (2007). A mixed-layer284

depth of 1m was used so that the model would spin up quickly, while leaving the resulting mean285

climate the same as for larger mixed layer depths. We show results using a convective relaxation286

time-scale gSBM of 2 hours and a reference relative humidity '�SBM = 0.7. The boundary layer287

scheme is the one used by O’Gorman and Schneider (2008a). In every experiment the GCM was288

integrated at T85 truncation (corresponding to a resolution of roughly 1.4◦ by 1.4◦ on a Gaussian289

grid) with 30 vertical levels extending up to 16hPa, starting from a state with uniform SSTs.290

To vary the moisture in the model, we follow Frierson et al. (2006) and multiply the saturation291

vapor pressure by a constant factor W:292

4∗B (),W) = W4∗B0()), (9)

where 4∗
B0 is the model’s default saturation pressure. We ran an initial set of simulations in which293

W was varied from 0 (i.e., the model is dry) to 1 in increments of 0.2 then, motivated by a desire to294

further probe the dry-moist transition, we ran an additional set of simulations with W set to 10−3,295

10−2 and 10−1. All simulations were run for 2000 days, with averages taken over the final 1500296
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days, and we will present simulations with equinoctial solar forcing, so all data are symmetrized297

about the equator.298

b. Eddy kinetic energy across climates299

As in the channel QG model simulations, the EKE decreases as the GCM transitions from dry to300

moist, from almost 1MJm−2 in the dry case to ∼0.8 MJm−2 for W = 1 (Figure 5a). The decrease is301

roughly exponential in W, and the EKE appears to saturate for large W. We investigate these changes302

first by comparing with changes in MAPE and then by examining the terms in the Lorenz Energy303

Cycle in the simulations.304

1) EKE and MAPE313

Previous work has suggested that mid-latitude EKE follows the MAPE, such that whatever drives314

changes in MAPE explains EKE changes. In the GCM simulations, the MAPE also decreases315

exponentially with W, from over 10MJm−2 in the dry simulation to just over 2.5MJm−2 for W = 1316

(Figure 5b), and plotting the EKE against the MAPE reveals the existence of two regimes: a “dry"317

and a “moist" regime, with the transition near W = 0.2. In each regime the EKE is roughly linear in318

MAPE, but the slope is substantially smaller in the dry regime (i.e., the EKE increases more slowly319

for a given change in MAPE). This suggests that MAPE is converted into EKE less efficiently in320

the dry regime.321

We return to the transition between the dry and moist regimes below, and focus first on under-322

standing the changes in MAPE. The MAPE values indicated by the black crosses in Figure 5 were323

calculated following the original formulation in Lorenz (1955), which is difficult to interpret. An324

approximate form of Lorenz’s dry MAPE was derived by Schneider and Walker (2008), which325

allows the drivers of changes in MAPE to be diagnosed:326

MAPE ≈
2?

246
< ?̄B − ?̄C > Γ < mH \̄ >2 !2

I , (10)

where 2? is the heat capacity of dry air, 6 is the gravitational acceleration, ?B is surface pressure,327

?C is the pressure of the tropopause, \ is potential temperature and !I is the width (in meters) of328
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Fig. 5. a) EKE as a function of W in the moist GCM simulations. b) MAPE as a function of W in the moist GCM

simulations. The black crosses show the true MAPE, the red circles the approximate MAPE (equation 10) with

terms calculated by integrating over the depth of the troposphere, and the blue triangles show the approximate

MAPE with terms calculated using near-surface quantities. c) EKE versus MAPE in the same simulations. The

vertical black dashed line approximately separates the “moist" and “dry" regimes, based on MAPE and EKE,

and the solid red lines show linear least-squares fits to the data in the two regimes. d) Contributions of different

terms in equation 10 to the near-surface approximate MAPE in the same simulations (blue triangles in panel b),

with each term normalized by its value for W = 1.
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the baroclinic zone. Γ represents an inverse stability:329

Γ = − ^
?0
< m?\ >

−1, (11)
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342

343

where ^ = '3/2?, with '3 the dry gas constant and ?0 a reference pressure. Overbars denote time330

averages and angle brackets denote averages over the baroclinic zone. We set 2? = 1005Jkg−1K−1,331

6 =9.8ms−2, ^ = 2/7 and ?0 = 1000hPa in all calculations2.332

The approximate MAPE allows us to identify what causes the MAPE to decrease as moisture333

is added to the model. Comparing the terms in equation 10 shows that the most important factor334

is the inverse stability Γ, with the meridional surface temperature gradient also contributing to335

increases in MAPE (Figure 5d). Examining the climatological potential temperature in the initial336

six simulations confirms the stability increases as moisture is added to the model (Figure 6): in the337

dry case the isentropes are vertical in most of the mid-latitude troposphere, and they become more338

sloped as moisture is added. We also note that the meridional temperature gradients go to zero in339

the upper troposphere of the driest simulations (see e..g, near 400hPa in the top left of Figure 6),340

which may explain why the lower tropospheric MAPE is a better approximation to the true MAPE.341

2There is ambiguity over whether the terms involving potential temperature should be evaluated in the lower troposphere only or over the depth
of the entire troposphere. Schneider and Walker (2008) originally suggested taking lower tropospheric values (e.g., averages over 800-700hPa),
but O’Gorman and Schneider (2008) later proposed averaging over the depth of the troposphere to account for latent heat release aloft. The red
and blue lines in Figure 5b show that using the lower troposphere MAPE produces a closer match to the true MAPE, and we have used the lower
tropospheric form in our interpretation. We caution, however, that the vertically-averaged form of MAPE was designed for moist climates, and for
the larger values of W shown here the two approximations are in close agreement. For other simulations, designed to investigate global warming for
example, taking a vertical integral may be more appropriate.

There is also ambiguity as to how to define the baroclinic zone. In the original formulation it was defined as the region where the eddy potential
temperature flux at 840hPa was within 30% of its maximum (Schneider and Walker 2006), whereas O’Gorman and Schneider (2008) suggested
defining it as the latitudes within 15◦ of the maximum vertically-integrated eddy potential temperature flux. We have calculated the approximate
MAPE using both definitions, and find that our results are qualitatively insensitive to this choice (not shown), and the results presented here use the
Schneider and Walker (2006) definition, but with the threshold set to 50% which we find gives more robust estimates.
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The vertical isentropes in the dry simulation suggest that the stability in this model is largely set344

by convection, as was noted by Frierson et al. (2006). We have experimented with strengthening345

the midlatitude baroclinicity by increasing the parameter controlling the equator-to-pole insolation346

gradient (ΔB in Frierson et al. (2006)) from 1.4 to 1.8, but even in this set-up the isentropes are347

essentially vertical in the midlatitudes of a dry simulation (not shown). We are unsure how to348

avoid producing vertical isentropes in dry simulations, but note that Schneider and O’Gorman349

(2008) found that extratropical stratification scales with convective lapse-rate in a dry model, even350

when the stability is clearly set by eddy fluxes (see their Figure 4). The decrease in the meridional351

temperature gradient is also large enough that even without the stability changes, the EKE would352

decrease in moister climates (diamonds in Fgure 5d).353

2) Lorenz Energy Cycle354

The results of the previous section suggest that increases in stability are the primary cause of355

the reductions in EKE as moisture is added to the GCM, but also demonstrate the limitations of356

using MAPE to explain EKE variations. In both regimes the linear fit is approximate, while the357

very weak stabilities in the dry simulations may push beyond the bounds in which the concept358

of MAPE is appropriate. As an alternative approach to understanding the changes in EKE, we359

examine the terms in the Lorenz Energy Cycle, particularly the diabatic terms associated with360

latent heat release, radiative cooling and surface fluxes. While the Lorenz Energy Cycle has been361

well studied in idealized models and reanalysis data (e.g., Li et al. 2007; Kim and Kim 2013; Chai362

et al. 2016; Pan et al. 2017; Lembo et al. 2019), the diabatic terms have received relatively little363

attention (though see Romanski and Rossow 2013). These can be calculated as (Lorenz 1955):364

�/ =
−1
6

∫ ?B

0

(
?B

?

) ^
Γ < )∗&∗! > 3?, (12a)

�� =
−1
6

∫ ?B

0

(
?B

?

) ^
Γ < ) ′&′! > 3?, (12b)

where & denotes a diabatic heating, asterisks denote stationary anomalies from the time-and365

meridional averages, dashes denote transient anomalies and angle brackets again denote horizontal366

averages over the baroclinic zone. �/ is the contribution to the MAPE budget and �� is the367

contribution to the EAPE budget. We have calculated the contribution of latent heating (�/,% and368
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��,%) explicitly and the contribution of diabatic terms not associated with latent heating (�/,#%369

and ��,#%) as residuals from the energy budgets.370

The MAPE and EAPE budgets are plotted as functions of W in Figure 7 (the conversion terms are371

calculated following Lorenz (1955) and all terms are calculated over the baroclinic zones described372

in the footnote above). For W ≥ 0.1, the MAPE budget is largely a balance between latent heating,373

which is a source of MAPE, and radiative cooling, which is a sink of MAPE. The conversions374

to EAPE and to Zonal Kinetic Energy (ZKE) balance the residual net diabatic heating, and are375

substantially smaller than either of the individual diabatic terms. These results are consistent with376

the observational analysis of Romanski and Rossow (2013), as well as the balance seen in the377

“strong moisture" QG simulations. From this perspective, a moist mid-latitude atmosphere can be378

interpreted as being in radiative-convective equilibrium when averaged over large enough scales.379

By contrast, in the dry regime the circulation is driven by strong surface sensible heat fluxes at low380

latitudes (included in �/,#%), which corresponds more closely to the conventional picture of the381

mid-latitude circulation as being driven by low latitude heating (see e.g., Chapter 10 of Holton382

and Hakim 2013). The transition from dry to moist occurs when latent heating replaces sensible383

heating as the leading driver of the MAPE budget, near W = 0.1. We discuss the dry-to-moist384

transition further in the next section.385

It is surprising that the latent heating contribution weakens as the atmosphere moistens. Exam-391

ining the zonal-mean latent heating shows that this reflects the migration of the location of the392

maximum extratropical condensation to higher latitudes as W is increased (Figure 8; we do not393

show it, but the maximum precipitation also moves to higher latitudes). For example, in the W = 0.2394

case, the maximum heating is found in the subtropics, where the atmosphere is already warm, and395

acts as a strong source of MAPE, whereas in the W = 1 case the latent heating maximizes near 42◦,396

where the atmosphere is relatively cooler (compare middle panel of top row and rightmost panel397

of bottom row in Figure 8). We are currently investigating the poleward shift of condensational398

heating, but note here that most of the evaporation still occurs in the subtropics, so the shift in the399

location of maximum latent heating reflects an increase in the distance water vapor is transported400

before it condenses out (or since its “time of last saturation"; c.f., Pierrehumbert et al. (2007);401

Sherwood et al. (2010)) as W is increased. This could be related to changes in near-surface relative402

humidity or to the trajectories of individual air parcels. We have not investigated this in detail,403
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390

though we have confirmed that the subtropical near-surface relative humidity is higher for small404

W, so that parcels of water vapor carried on the same trajectory will condense out sooner than for405

large W.406

The MAPE budget thus provides a different perspective on the reduction in EKE with W, and on407

the dynamics of the mid-latitudes more generally. The dry regime corresponds to the conventional408

picture of the atmosphere’s circulation, in which low latitudes are warmed, mainly through surface409

sensible heat fluxes, and this generates kinetic energy. But when a small amount of moisture is410

added to the GCM (∼10% of the moisture in the control climate) the sensible heat flux drops,411

and latent heat release becomes the leading term warming the atmosphere, balanced by radiative412

cooling. Thinking of the atmosphere as a heat engine driven by the temperature difference between413

where energy is input and where it is radiated away, adding moisture decreases the atmosphere’s414

thermodynamic efficiency (it decreases this temperature difference) because the energy is input at415

the dewpoint temperature of the near-surface subtropical air, rather than the surface temperature416

(see also Romps 2008; Pauluis 2011; Bannon 2015). For W = 0.1, moisture condenses close to417

where it is evaporated, and the climate is functionally similar to a dry atmosphere in which heat418

is input at the surface through sensible heat transfer (i.e., the subtropical dewpoint temperature is419
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423

424

close to the near-surface temperature). For W = 1 the moisture is transported a significant distance420

and the temperature difference is smaller. We return to the atmosphere’s thermodynamic efficiency421

in section 5, below.422

Finally, ��,% is a source of potential energy (Figure 7b), consistent with Chang et al. (2002),425

but it plays a much less important role than the zonal-mean latent heating. In the moist regime426

the conversion from MAPE to EAPE is roughly the same magnitude as ��,%, and these together427

are balanced by the conversion to EKE. Interestingly, ��,#% switches from being a sink of EAPE428

for small W to a source for W > 0.6. As with the the �/,#% term in the MAPE budget, this likely429

reflects an increased importance of the surface sensible heat flux.430

c. The transition to the dry limit431

The previous two sections suggest different definitions of the dry-to-moist transition. The432

relationship between EKE and MAPE exhibits a break between W = 0.1 and W = 0.2 (where the433

slope changes), while the MAPE budget indicates the transition occurs for W = 0.1 (when latent434

heating takes over as the leading driver of the circulation). The former emphasizes differences in435

the efficiency with which the atmosphere converts MAPE into EKE, while the latter focuses on the436

driver of the flow, even if the impact on EKE is similar. The latter can also be stated in terms of437
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452

453

the Bowen Ratio:438

Bo ≡ Sensible Heat Flux
Latent Heat Flux

, (13)

where the MAPE budget says the transition occurs when the Bowen Ratio crosses 1.439

To estimate the value of W for which Bo = 1, we substitute bulk formulae for the fluxes and440

rearrange to give:441

Bo =
2?

W!E

(
Δ@∗

Δ)
+ @
∗()0) (1−'�)

Δ)

)−1
, (14)

where Δ) = )B −)0 is the temperature difference between the surface and near-surface air, Δ@∗ is442

the difference in saturation mixing ratios associated with these temperatures and RH is the relative443

humidity of the near-surface air. The maximum Bowen ratio occurs for saturated near-surface air444

(see Romps 2008); for W = 1 and ) = 300K, Bomax = 0.32, which suggests that the transition should445

occur for W ∼ 0.3. The Bowen ratio is smaller for subsaturated air: for a relative humidity of 80%446

and an air-sea temperature difference of 5K, Bo = 0.19. In our simulations, Δ) decreases and RH447

increases as W is increased; we find that for W = 0.1 the global-mean relative humidity and air-sea448

temperature difference are approximately 85% and 0.5K, giving a Bowen ratio of 0.05, consistent449

with the observed transition between W = 0.01 and W = 0.1.450
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The importance of the sensible heat flux in the dry regime also explains the change in the slope454

of the MAPE-EKE relationship at W ≈ 0.2. A large sensible heat flux implies a large air-sea455

temperature difference, which in turn implies stronger surface friction: Monin-Obukhov similarity456

theory says that the surface drag coefficient depends on the stability of the near-surface boundary457

layer (Troen and Mahrt 1986; Frierson et al. 2006). So as the model is moistened, the boundary458

layer is stabilized and surface friction weakens, causing MAPE to be converted to EKE more459

efficiently. We confirm this in Figure 9a, which shows the frictional contribution to the EKE460

budget in the GCM simulations3. The sink of EKE decreases exponentially with W, partly due to461

slower surface winds, but also due to smaller effective drag coefficients (Figure 9b). This causes a462

change in the MAPE-EKE slope near W = 0.1, although the Bowen Ratio is still <1. Changing the463

surface drag, for example by changing the surface roughness, could change where the transition464

from the dry regime to the moist regime occurs.465

5. Discussion: EKE, the Entropy Budget and Atmospheric Work466

Our analysis has focused on the energy budgets of the GCM simulations to explain water467

vapor’s impact on EKE. An alternative approach to studying atmospheric EKE is to focus on the468

atmosphere’s entropy budget or, relatedly, the work done by the atmosphere (e.g., Pauluis and Held469

2002a,b; Pauluis 2007; Pauluis et al. 2008; Romps 2008; Raymond 2013; Laliberté et al. 2015).470

We have avoided this approach because there is ambiguity with how to define the terms in the moist471

GCM’s entropy budget, especially those associated with artificial sources and sinks of entropy472

found in any numerical model, and because the entropy budget can only be used to constrain the473

total (zonal-mean plus eddy) kinetic energy of the atmosphere. Nevertheless, we provide here some474

qualitative discussion of this perspective, seeking to tie previous work to the discussion above.475

The atmosphere’s energy budget can be written as (Pauluis 2007; Singh and O’Neill 2022):476

[, � ] = [,<0G] − [Δ�], (15)

where, � is the rate at which the atmosphere performs work to generate kinetic energy,,<0G is477

the work that could be done by a dry atmosphere with the same thermal structure and Δ� is the478

“Gibbs penalty" required to power the hydrologic cycle. Square brackets here denote averages over479

3The frictional contribution is calculated as a residual from the EKE budget.
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appropriate spatial and temporal scales (we will not define these precisely). In the dry simulation480

Δ� is zero and , � =,<0G , so the decrease in EKE as moisture is added reflects decreases in481

,<0G and/or increases in Δ�4.482

The Gibbs penalty mostly represents the irreversible entropy production from phase changes,483

plus the work done to lift water (of any phase – Pauluis (2011); Singh and O’Neill (2022), though484

see Raymond (2013) for alternative definitions). In the case of a warming atmosphere, Laliberté485

et al. (2015) showed that Δ� follows Clausius-Clapeyron scaling, increasing by ∼7%/K. In our486

simulations inwhichmoisture is varied in isolation, we expectΔ� to have a linear contribution from487

increasing W at fixed relative humidity, and an additional contribution because the free tropospheric488

relative humidity decreases as the GCM5 is moistened, which leads to more entropy production489

from diffusion of water vapor (Pauluis 2011). Thus we expect Δ� to increase faster than linearly490

in W.491

,<0G is proportional to the temperature difference between the regions where heat is put into the492

system and where it is extracted ()8= −)>DC), the net radiative cooling of the atmosphere (&') and493

the effective temperature of frictional dissipation ()3) (Pauluis and Held 2002a; Singh and O’Neill494

2022):495

[,<0G] = )3&'

)8='>DC

()8=−)>DC)−1 . (16)

The difficulty of closing the GCM’s entropy budget comes in part from defining the temperatures496

in this equation. Nevertheless, from section 4, it is clear that )8= −)>DC decreases with increasing497

W, both because the stability increases and because )8= is associated with latent heat release aloft,498

rather than surface sensible heating. However, the decrease in )8= −)>DC is opposed by an increase499

in &', which is equal to the sum of the surface latent and sensible heat fluxes. Finally, the changes500

in )3 are ambiguous: decreases in surface temperatures with W suggest )3 will decrease, but the501

the boundary layer also becomes shallower, which could lead to a higher effective temperature of502

frictional dissipation.503

In summary, the thermodynamic efficiency of the GCM likely decreases rapidly (Δ� increases)504

as W is increased, because the GCM can hold more water vapor and because the relative humidity505

4Note that a dry atmosphere still has friction, so,<0G represents the work that would be done by an ideal Carnot cycle in which the heat input
and output is set by radiative cooling, surface fluxes and frictional heating.

5Since the evaporative flux into the atmosphere is roughly constant for all but the smallest values of W, the partial vapor pressure in the atmosphere
is also roughly fixed and the relative humidity decreases with W
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decreases. The changes in the maximum possible work done by the GCM are less clear, because506

there are opposing factors which could make ,<0G increase or decrease with W. But the fact that507

the model’s EKE decreases with increasing W means that even if,<0G does increase, the increases508

in Δ� win out.509

6. Conclusion510

In this study we have sought to reconcile previous work showing that moisture can both increase511

and decrease mid-latitude EKE. We have done this by arguing that moisture increases the growth512

rates of individual eddies, but makes the large-scale environment for eddy growth less favorable.513

For Earth-like climates, the latter effect wins out, and moisture decreases atmospheric EKE.514

We have demonstrated this point using simulations with a hierarchy of idealized atmospheric515

models. First, we have used a moist QGmodel in homogeneous and channel configurations. When516

baroclinicity is fixed, adding moisture increases linear eddy growth rates and increases the EKE517

of nonlinear simulations. Both changes closely follow the scaling of Zurita-Gotor (2005), which518

predicts that the growth rate decreases with effective stability. In the channel configuration the519

baroclinicity is free to evolve, and the EKE decreases as moisture is added. In simulations with520

weak latent heating the EKE decreases because precipitation mostly forms on the poleward side521

of the jet, releasing latent heat where the model is relatively cold and decreasing the MAPE.522

When latent heating becomes a more important part of the model’s thermodynamic budget the523

energetics change considerably, becoming a balance between latent heat release (which is now524

a source of MAPE) and radiative cooling (which is now a sink of MAPE). In this large-scale525

radiative-convective equilibrium, EKE production is a small residual, and saturates as the strength526

of the latent heating is further increased.527

Next, we examined dry and moist simulations with an idealized GCM. In this model EKE also528

decreases as moisture is added6, which follows changes in the MAPE. The MAPE decreases as529

the model is moistened because the stability increases and, to a lesser extent, because of weakened530

meridional temperature gradients. We have also interpreted the changes in EKE using the Lorenz531

Energy Cycle, focusing particularly on the diabatic terms in the MAPE budget. This reveals that,532

averaged over large enough scales, the mid-latitude atmosphere is roughly in radiative-convective533

6Note that Figure 7 of O’Gorman (2011) shows that EKE increases as moisture is added to simulations with this GCM with fixed zonal-mean
fields and no hydrological cycle,
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equilibrium, with latent heating mostly balanced by radiative cooling. A small residual is converted534

to EAPE, and then to EKE. Surprisingly, these energetics are very similar to those of the strong535

moisture QG simulations, despite the flow in those simulations not appearing to be very Earth-like.536

The saturation of the EKE as moisture is added reflects the migration of atmospheric latent heat537

release to higher latitudes, where the atmosphere is relatively cooler. In simulations with small538

W, EKE is mostly generated by surface sensible heat fluxes in the subtropics, which resembles the539

original description of the atmosphere’s energy cycle by Lorenz (1955).540

TheMAPE-EKE analysis and the Lorenz Energy Cycle both suggest the presence of two regimes541

in the GCM. The relationship between MAPE and EKE changes slope near W = 0.2, as MAPE is542

converted into EKE less efficiently in the “dry", small W regime (i.e., the slope shallows), and we543

also see a transition from sensible heat fluxes driving the circulation to latent heat fluxes driving544

the circulation for W = 0.1. These transitions are linked, as large sensible heat fluxes reflect large545

surface to near-surface air temperature gradients, implying a more unstable boundary layer and,546

in turn, stronger surface friction. It is this stronger surface friction which causes MAPE to be547

converted into EKE less efficiently in the dry regime of the GCM.548

Finally, we have attempted to place our results in the context of previous work on the atmosphere’s549

entropy budget, which has shown thatmoisture adds a “Gibbs penalty", which reduces the efficiency550

of the atmospheric heat engine. We have argued that this penalty increases faster than linear in551

W because the relative humidity decreases as the model is moistened – if relative humidity were552

fixed we would expect the Gibbs penalty to scale linearly with W. Changes in the maximum work553

done by the atmosphere,,<0G , are harder to determine, and it is plausible that,<0G could either554

increase or decrease with W, though the decreases in EKE with W imply that even if,<0G increases,555

it does so more slowly than the Gibbs penalty.556

We have thus shown that the presence of water vapor in Earth’s atmosphere makes the mid-557

latitude circulation more sluggish, with weaker eddies and more predictable variability (Lutsko558

andHell 2021). While latent heat release plays a crucial role in intensifying individual storms, these559

storms would be stronger in a dry atmosphere that had an environment more favorable for eddy560

growth. These results are very similar to studies of changes in mid-latitude EKE under warming:561

although a warmer atmosphere can hold more water vapor, decreases in meridional temperature562

gradients and increases in static stability lead to decreases in MAPE, causing reductions in EKE,563
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as seen here (O’Gorman and Schneider 2008; Schneider et al. 2010b; O’Gorman 2010; Gertler564

and O’Gorman 2019). However, EKE also decreases in simulations of climates colder than that565

of the present-day Earth, which has been attributed to shrinking of the depth of the troposphere566

(O’Gorman and Schneider 2008), an effect not seen in our simulations.567

To close, we discuss two implications of our results. First, the comparison of the moist QG568

model and the moist GCM highlights two drawbacks of moist QG models: the fixed stratification569

and the fact that precipitation is localized to the poleward side of the jet. The fixed stratification570

is a well known limitation of two-layer QG models, though they can mimic changes in “effective"571

stability in areas of convection (Lapeyre and Held 2003). To our knowledge, the strong localization572

of precipitation has not been noted before, and also presents difficulties for linking to more realistic573

models. In the weak moisture regime, precipitation is a sink of MAPE because it forms where574

the model is relatively cold, but it is always a source in the moist GCM. The bias in precipitation575

may also limit the usefulness of the moist QG model for other purposes. For example, the strong576

localized heating likely affects the position and strength of the jet, making it difficult to use the577

model to study jet dynamics.578

A second implication of our results concerns the novel interpretation of the mid-latitudes as579

being in radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE) over large-scales. This provides a new way of580

interpreting the mid-latitude atmosphere, and emphasizes the role of latent heat release in driving581

the circulation. Past studies of the Lorenz Energy Cycle have often calculated the diabatic heating582

terms as residuals (e.g., Lembo et al. 2019), but we believe the results shown above demonstrate583

that these termsmerit more attention. Large-scale RCE also provides a newway of interpreting past584

and future changes in the mid-latitude atmosphere. For example, the changes in EKE as Earth’s585

climate is warmed or cooled described above could also be explained in terms of the distance586

water vapor is transported before it condenses and rains out. We intend to explore this and related587

questions using the large-scale RCE framework in future work.588
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APPENDIX601

A1. Potential Energy Budgets of the QG Channel Model602

In the QG channel model the Mean Available Potential Energy (MAPE) and the Eddy Available603

Potential Energy (EAPE) are defined as:604

MAPE ≡ [[̄2], (A1a)

EAPE ≡ [[′2], (A1b)

where [ = Ψ1−Ψ2. The MAPE and EAPE budgets are:605

3

3C
MAPE = � (ZKE→MAPE) −� (MAPE→ EAPE) +%I +RadI, (A2a)

3

3C
EAPE = � (MAPE→ EAPE) −� (EAPE→ EKE) +%4 +Rad4, (A2b)

where the conversion terms are:606

ZKE→MAPE = [[̄mH (E2[̄)], (A3a)

MAPE→ EAPE = −[[̄mH (E′2[′])], (A3b)

EAPE→ EKE = −[[′∇ ·u2], (A3c)
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and the precipitation and radiation terms are:607

%I = ! [[̄%̄], (A4a)

%4 = ! [[′%′], (A4b)

RadI =
1
g3
[[̄(Ψ' − [̄)], (A4c)

Rad4 = −
1
g3
[[′2] . (A4d)

As discussed in the main text, we have calculated all terms in the potential energy budgets of the608

QG channel model by averaging over regions where the zonal- and time-mean potential vorticity609

gradients have the opposite signs in the two layers.610
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